The language of while programs is a fundamental model for imperative programming on any data type. It leads to a generalisation of the theory of computable functions on the natural numbers to the theory of computable functions on any many-sorted algebra. The language is used to express many algorithms in scienti c computing where while programs are applied to continuous data. In the theory of data, continuous data types are modelled by topological many-sorted algebras. We study both exact and approximate computations by while programs, and while programs with arrays, over topological many-sorted algebras with partial operations. First, we establish that partial operations are necessary in order to compute a wide range of continuous functions. We prove basic continuity properties of our abstract computability: Any partial function computable over a partial topological algebra by a while-array program is continuous. Any set semicomputable, or computable, over a partial topological algebra by a while-array program is open, or clopen, respectively. Secondly, we contrast exact and approximate computations. The class of functions that can be computed exactly can be quite limited. We show that on connected total algebras, the while and whilearray computable functions are precisely those that are explicitly de nable by terms. We show that for certain general classes of topological algebras, the total functions that can be approximated by while programs are precisely those that can be e ectively approximated by terms. This property we call generalised Weierstrass approximation. An application of this result is that a function on the set R of reals is computable in the sense of computable analysis if, and only if, it is while program approximable on a simple algebra based on R . The theory of computable functions and sets on many-sorted algebras is a mathematical theory for the analysis of nite deterministic computation on any kind of data. It is a beautiful and useful generalisation of the theory of computable functions and sets on the natural numbers N . The theory is abstract in the sense that it does not depend on concrete representations of the algebras of data.
Introduction
The theory of computable functions and sets on many-sorted algebras is a mathematical theory for the analysis of nite deterministic computation on any kind of data. It is a beautiful and useful generalisation of the theory of computable functions and sets on the natural numbers N . The theory is abstract in the sense that it does not depend on concrete representations of the algebras of data.
The origins of the generalisation lie in the formalisation of owcharts in the 1950s. Subsequently, the subject has been developed by many contributions having one of essentially three motivations, namely:
(i) to better understand computability theory (e.g., the early work of Moschovakis 1969a; b, 1971] and Friedman 1971] ); (ii) to make applications in programming language theory (e.g., the early work in
McCarthy 1963], Thiele 1966] and Engeler 1967] on logical foundations of programming); and (iii) to make applications in mathematics (e.g., the early work in Engeler 1968 Engeler , 1971 on real number computations and ruler and compass constructions). At various times the subject has been surveyed in Chandra & Manna 1972] , Fitting 1981] , Shepherdson 1985 ], Tucker & Zucker 1988] and, most recently, in Tucker & Zucker 1998 ] which contains historical information and a comprehensive introduction to the subject.
In the generalisation, the basic concepts and results of classical computability theory on N are re ned and clari ed, and new applications become possible. Di erent models of computation and formal systems are used to de ne functions and sets on algebras. The equivalence of these methods demonstrates the stability of the generalised computability notions, and a Generalised Church-Turing Thesis is proposed for the computation and speci cation of functions and sets on algebras, as explicated in Tucker & Zucker 1988 , 1998 ].
On choosing an algebra of real numbers, in nite bit streams, or a Hilbert space, these theories may be used to establish results on the computability of functions and sets on continuous data types made from in nite data. Recently, applications to computation on the real numbers have been popularised by the work on register machine models of S. Smale and co-workers (see Blum, Shub & Smale 1989] and Blum et al. 1996] ). In that theory, functions on in nite data are computed exactly and de ned by methods based on total algebras.
In this paper we will further develop abstract computability theory to include both exact and approximate computations on any set of in nite data; we will also compare the two notions formally. We assume that computations are performed on sets of data possessing a topology. The topology de nes a process of approximation for data; the functions on the data that are continuous in the topology are exactly the functions that can be approximated to any desired degree of precision. Speci cally, we study both exact and approximate computations by while programs, and while programs with arrays, over topological many-sorted algebras with partial operations. The language of while programs is a fundamental model for imperative programming and is used to express many algorithms in scienti c computing. Among the examples of algebras that we will use to illustrate our theory are algebras of real numbers, and algebras of in nite streams.
The generalisation of computability from total to partial algebras is necessary for computing in topological algebras. In Section 1 we show that total algebras are problematic because of the requirement of continuity for computable functions. For example, in computing on the reals, it is reasonable algebraically to allow total Boolean functions (such as = or <) as tests in programs. However, they are not continuous and their usefulness in programs turns out to be severely limited. To study the full range of real number computations we must rede ne these tests as partial Boolean functions. We will explain the importance of continuity by general principles for comparing abstract and concrete models of computation for topological algebras.
The rst goal is to establish the continuity properties of our abstract computability models. We proceed in two steps:
(i) we de ne an operational semantics for while and while-array programs over partial algebras (Sections 2 and 4), and (ii) we prove the operational semantics is continuous on appropriate spaces of computation states, whose topologies are derived from the topologies on the partial algebra (Sections 3 and 6). We use an algebraic method for de ning the operational semantics of a language which allows us to prove the continuity results by simply composing certain continuous functions. We deduce the following basic theorems (Section 6, Theorem and Corollaries 1 and 2) for our imperative model: Any partial function computable over a partial topological algebra by a whilearray program is continuous. Any set semicomputable, or computable, over a partial topological algebra by a while-array program is open, or clopen, respectively. We examine computable functions, and computable and semicomputable sets, in a number of topological algebras, including compact algebras where the computable sets are precisely the clopen sets.
The second goal is to compare exact and approximate while computations. It is easy to see that approximate computation generalises exact computation. The class of functions that can be computed exactly can be quite limited. To begin with, we show (Section 8) that on connected total algebras, the while and while-array computable total functions are precisely those that are explicitly de nable by terms or polynomials.
Then (Section 9) we show that, for a general class of connected topological algebras, the total functions that can be approximated by while programs are precisely those that can be e ectively approximated by terms or polynomials. This property we call generalised Weierstrass approximation, after Weierstrass's theorem on approximating continuous functions on the reals by means of polynomials.
In computable analysis on the real numbers, there are several equivalent methods for de ning the computable functions. All are based on by making computable representations of the reals. (See Section 1 for a survey.) The computable functions can be also be characterised by means of e ective Weierstrass approximations (Pour-El & Caldwell 1975] ). Thus, in Section 10, we derive from our general theorem that a total function on the set R of reals is computable if, and only if, it is while program approximable on a simple algebra based on R . This result was observed in Shepherdson 1976] for register machines.
This type of application linking abstract and concrete models of computation may be generalised from the reals to other topological algebras. Important new results in Brattka 1996 Brattka , 1997 show how this may be done for relations using a generalisation of recursion schemes (abstract computability) and the type two enumerability of Weihrauch 1987] (concrete computability). Brattka's work suggests a number of promising directions for research.
This work is part of a research programme that aims at the precise formulation, analysis and classi cation of many interesting notions of computability, speci ability, and veri ability that may be found in di erent areas of computer science and mathematics (Tucker and Zucker 1988 , 1991 , 1992a b; c, 1993 , 1994 , 1998 ]). Speci cally, it has developed from our studies of real and complex number computation in Tucker & Zucker 1992b] and and of stream algebras in Tucker & Zucker 1992c , 1994 .
1 Continuity and models of computation We show how, in developing an abstract computability theory for topological algebras, the mathematical goal of making attractive and useful connections with continuity and other topological properties requires us to use partial algebras (x1.1). Furthermore, we survey a number of di erent approaches to de ning computability on topological algebras and explain why continuity is necessary if we are to compare abstract computability theories on topological algebras with concrete computability theories (x1.2).
Motivation for partial algebras
Consider the many-sorted total algebra on the reals algebra R Now not all the functions in While(R) and While(R < ) are continuous. This is obvious, because both algebras contain certain basic operations, namely eq real and less real (`=' and`<'), that are not continuous (with respect to the usual topology on R ). We pose the following problem:
If A is an algebra built on R such that all its basic operations are continuous, then is every function in While(A) continuous?
Let us consider this question more generally.
Given a signature , a topological (total) -algebra is a pair (A; T ), where A is a -algebra which is total in the sense that the basic operations are total, and T is a family hT s j s 2 Sort ( )i, where for each s 2 Sort ( ), T s is a topology on A s , such that for each basic function symbol F : u ! s of , the function F A : A u ! A s is continuous.
(An exact de nition of -algebra is given later.) We will often speak of a \topological algebra A", without stating the topology explicitly.
We are interested in topological algebras which are standard in the sense that they contain the sort B = ftt; f fg of booleans (with the discrete topology), together with the standard boolean operations, including the equality operation at various sorts, the equality sorts, which include, typically, the sort nat of natural numbers. Note that in a topological algebra, the carriers of all equality sorts must be discrete, in order for the equality operation on them to be continuous. In particular, the carrier N , if present, must be discrete.
To provide motivation, we state the following theorem here. (It will be formulated and proved later in a more general context.)
Theorem. Let A be a standard total topological algebra. If f 2 While(A) then f is continuous on A. At rst sight this gives a satisfactory answer to the above question about continuity of while computable functions. However, a standard topological total algebra based on R has the following problem. There can be no non-constant basic operations of the form F : R q ! B such as`<' or even`='. This is because if f : R q ! B is continuous, then f ?1 tt] and f ?1 f f] are disjoint open sets whose union is R q . So one must be R q , and the other ;, by the connectness of R . (We investigate connectedness in topological algebras in x6.8.)
Hence the problem with the above theorem is the paucity of useful applications. In fact, the only continuous equality test is on a discrete space.
However, equality and order on R do have some properties close to continuity. For example, given two points x and y with x < y, there are disjoint neighbourhoods U x and U y of x and y respectively such that for all u 2 U x and v 2 U y , u < v. (Similarly for inequality`6 ='.)
We will develop notions that allow us to express these \continuity" properties as follows. Another example of continuity associated with non-totality of a function can be given with real division:
x div real y = x=y if y 6 = 0 " if y = 0
We will exploit these observations to the full by studying topological partial algebras. We will also prove a more general version of the above theorem for such partial algebras.
Abstract and concrete models
The study of while computation is relevant to the solution of an important general problem:
To develop a comprehensive theory of computing in topological algebras. There are many ways of de ning computable functions on topological algebras, and some have the beginnings of signi cant mathematical theories. To better organise our discussion of the present situation we introduce the informal concepts of abstract and concrete computability models and their theories. The while language is one of many that qualify as an abstract computability model.
De nition 1.2.1 (Abstract models of computation). A model of computation is
abstract if, when applied to any algebra, the resulting programs for computable functions and sets on that algebra are invariant under isomorphisms, and hence do not depend on a representation for the algebra.
In contrast, we have:
De nition 1.2.2 (Concrete models of computation). A model of computation is concrete if, when applied to any algebra, the resulting programs for computable functions and sets on that algebra are not invariant under isomorphisms, and hence do depend on a representation for the algebra. The di erence is particularly striking in the case of real number computation.
As we have seen in x1.1, to compute on the set R of real numbers with the while language, we have only to choose an algebra A in which R is a carrier set. There are in nitely many choices of operations with which to make an algebra. There are thus in nitely many choices of classes of computable functions, all de ned uniquely up to isomorphism. Thanks to the general theory of computable functions on many-sorted algebras (see below and Tucker & Zucker 1988] ), all the classes of computable functions on R have decent mathematical theories, resembling the theory of the computable functions on the natural numbers N . However, unlike the case of N , it is easy to list di erent algebras of reals with di erent classes of while computable functions. The theory of computability on an algebra A is a theory of computability relative to A: a function is while computable over A if it can be programmed by a while program on A.
All of these remarks should apply to any abstract model of computation.
In contrast, to compute on R with a concrete model of computation, we choose an algebra A in which R is a carrier set and, in particular, we choose an appropriate concrete representation of the algebra. The real numbers can be built from the rational numbers, and hence the natural numbers, in a variety of equivalent ways (such as Cauchy sequences, decimal expansions, etc.). The key ideas are those of computable real numbers, and that computable functions on the reals can be computably approximated on computable real numbers. (We use these concepts in Section 10.) It is natural to investigate the computability of functions on R , starting from the theory of computable functions on N . The study of the computability of R began in Turing 1936], but only later was taken up in a systematic way, for example in Rice 1954], Lacombe 1955] and Grzegorczyk 1955 Grzegorczyk , 1957 .
However, the comparison of di erent concrete models of computation for R is much more complicated than concrete models of computation for N . For example, although the di erent representations of the eld of reals are speci ed axiomatically, uniquely up to isomorphism, as a complete Archimedian ordered eld, computationally they are far from being equivalent. For instance, representing real numbers by in nite decimals leads to the problem that the trivial function 3x is not computable, whereas the elementary functions on the reals are computable if Cauchy sequences are used (see Weihrauch 1987] ). The problems of representation are even worse when investigating computational complexity (see Ko 1991] A more abstract method for the systematic study of e ective approximations of uncountable topological algebras was developed by V. Stoltenberg-Hansen and J.V. Tucker. It is based on representing topological algebras using algebras built from algebraic domains, and applying the theory of e ective algebraic domains. It was rst developed for topological algebras and used on completions of local rings in Stoltenberg-Hansen & Tucker 1985 Tucker , 1988 . The method e ectively approximates a large class of examples: ultrametric algebras (see Stoltenberg-Hansen & Tucker 1991 , 1993 , 1995 , also Stoltenberg-Hansen, Lindstr om & Gri or 1994], Chapter 8); locally compact Hausdor algebras (Stoltenberg-Hansen & Tucker 1995] ); and complete metric algebras ( Blanck 1997] ). An introduction can be found in Stoltenberg-Hansen & Tucker 1995] , where domain representations for the real numbers were studied.
An early attempt at using partially ordered sets to handle representations of metric spaces was made in Weihrauch & Schreiber 1981] . Similar ideas have been used in Edalat 1995a; b], applying continuous domains to analytical questions, such as integration and measure. In Edalat & S underhauf 1998 ] continuous domains are used to model the real numbers.
In fact, all of these concrete computability theories have been compared and, for certain basic topological algebras, have been shown by Stoltenberg-Hansen and Tucker to be essentially equivalent.
Relation between abstract and concrete models
What is the relationship between the abstract and concrete computability theories? It is possible to answer this question in a very general way.
The various concrete computability theories discussed above have the following common form. Let A be a topological algebra. To compute in A, a concrete representation : R ! A (1) of A must be made where:
(i) R is a topological algebra, made from computable data types, on which we can compute; and (ii) is a surjective continuous homomorphism that allows us to compute on A by computing on R.
In particular, there is a set Comp (A) of functions on A computable in terms of the representation (1). In general terms, when comparing abstract and concrete models of computation, we may expect the following situation.
Let AbsComp(A) be a set of functions on A that is computable in an abstract model of computation (e.g., the while language).
Let ConcRep(A) be a class of concrete representations of the form : R ! A (e.g., a type 2 enumeration, or domain representation).
Let 2 ConcRep(A) and let Comp (A) be the set of functions on A computable with the representation .
A speci c representation of a topological algebra has a speci c structure that can be used in de ning computations. Thus, computing with a concrete representation R of an algebra A enables more functions to be computed than with an abstract model of computation based solely on the operations. In fact, for a class of representations of a concrete model of computation, we expect the following to hold: General Abstraction Principle:
In the case of classes of concrete models of computation that are designed to characterise the set of functions on A that can be computed in the classical sense (according to the Church-Turing Thesis), we postulate for the while language model (where While (A) is the class of functions computable on A by while-array programs):
Abstraction Principle:
The study of concrete models of computation leads to the following postulate: computability =) continuity. Historically, this idea has graduated from being a working principle in 1950s recursion theory to a fundamental principle through (a) the equivalence of known concrete models of computation on the real numbers; (b) conceptual analyses of models of physical computing devices; and (c) mathematical generalisations of recursion theory, most notably domain theory.
Let Cont(A) be the set of all partial continuous functions on A. Then we propose: Continuity Principle:
Thus, the continuity of the abstract computable functions, sought after in x1.1, is essential.
There is much to explore in the border between abstract and concrete computability. For example, in addition to our results for while computations, there are the important results of Brattka 1996 Brattka , 1997 which show that by strengthening a fundamental abstract computability model (relations de ned by primitive recursion, minimalisation and a limit operation) it is possible to characterise a fundamental concrete computability model (relations in type 2 enumerability). The implications of Brattka's results for other abstract models, such as the while language, are under investigation.
Signatures and partial algebras 2.1 Basic de nitions
A signature (for a many-sorted partial algebra) is a pair consisting of (i) a nite set Sort ( ) of sorts, and (ii) a nite set Func ( ) of (primitive) In this paper we deal mainly with partial algebras. The default assumption is that \function" and \algebra" refer to partial function and partial algebra. We will, nevertheless, for the sake of emphasis, often speak explicitly of \partial algebras". and eq s is interpreted as identity on each equality sort s.
Note that any many-sorted signature can be standardised to a signature B by adjoining the sort bool together with the standard boolean operations; and, correspondingly, any algebra A can be standardised to an algebra A B by adjoining the algebra B and the discriminator and equality operators.
Examples (all total). (a) The simplest standard algebra is the algebra B of the booleans.
(b) The standard algebra of naturals N is formed by standardising the algebra N 0 given in x2. The justi cation for (vii) is that if a sort s has \computable" equality, then clearly so has the sort s , since it amounts to testing equality of nitely many pairs of objects of sort s, up to a computable length.
The reason for introducing starred sorts is the lack of e ective coding of nite sequences within abstract algebras in general.
The signi cance of arrays for computation is that they provide nite but unbounded memory.
In Tucker & Zucker 1998 ] an important syntactic conservativity theorem is proved:
Theorem ( / conservativity for terms). Let t be a -term such that the sort of t and all its free variables are -sorts. Then t is e ectively semantically equivalent to a -term.
In other words, we can e ectively eliminate all subterms of t of starred sort.
Note. This construction of and A is simpler than the one given in Tucker & Zucker 1998 ]. Unlike the latter, however, it depends essentially on the Instantiation (c) More generally, we note that many practical algorithms for calculating with reals, such as nding roots of polynomials, or matrix inversion, are typically based on iterative procedures which can be written in pseudo-code based on the while language.
Assume from now on that A is a standard topological -algebra. Metric algebras will be used in our study of approximable computability (Section 9).
Expansions of topological algebra
4 While computation on standard partial algebras
We study the computation of functions and relations on algebras by means of imperative programming models. We start by de ning a simple programming language While = While( ), whose programs are constructed from: concurrent assignments, sequential composition, the conditional and the`while' construct, and may be interpreted on any standard many-sorted partial -algebra.
4. (A) is the set of all functions as in (1).
Let be a state over A, x (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) : u and a = (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) 2 A u (for n 1). The variant fx=ag of is the state over A formed from by replacing its value at x i by a i for i = 1; : : :; n.
We now give the semantics of each of the three syntactic classes: Term, Stmt and Proc, relative to any A 2 StdAlg ( ). For an expression E in each of these classes, we will de ne a semantic function E] ] A . These three semantic functions are de ned below, in subsections (a), (b)/(c) and (d) There are three possibilities:
(1 ) the sequence terminates in a nal state l , where Comp A (S; ; l + 1) = .
(2 ) it is in nite, (3 ) it is unde ned from some point on.
In case (1 ) the computation has an output, given by the nal state; in case (2 ) the computation is non-terminating, and has no output; and in case (3 ) the computation is also non-terminating, and has no output, because a state at one of the time cycles is unde ned, as a result of a divergent computation of a term in an assignment, or of a boolean term in a test.
We will use an algebraic operational semantics, in which Comp A is de ned equationally. This approach was rst used in Tucker & Zucker 1988] , and developed and applied in Stephenson 1996 ]. This general method will then be applied to the present programming language While( Many well-known varieties (i.e., equationally axiomatisable classes of algebras) have (uniform versions of) the TEP. Examples are: semigroups, groups, and associative rings with or without unity. This follows from the e ective normalisability of the terms of these varieties. In the case of rings, this means an e ective transformation of arbitrary terms to polynomials. Consequently, the unordered and ordered algebras of real and complex numbers (R, R < , C and C < , de ned in x1.4.3), which we will study in Section 5, have the TEP. (See Tucker 1980, x5] .)
The TEP will be important in applications of Engeler's Lemma (Section 5).
While semicomputability on standard partial algebras
We want to generalise the notion of recursive enumerability to many-sorted algebras. There turn out to be many non-equivalent ways to do this.
The primary idea is that a set is While semicomputable if, and only if, it is the domain or halting set of a While procedure; and similarly for While N and While semicomputability. There are many useful applications of these concepts, and they satisfy and Post's Theorem: A set is computable if, and only if, it and its complement are semicomputable.
The second idea of importance is that of a projection of a semicomputable set. In computability theory on the set N of natural numbers, the class of semicomputable sets is closed under taking projections, but this is not true in the general case of algebras, even with While computability. (A reason is the restricted form of computable local search available in our models of computation.) Projective semicomputability is strictly more powerful (and less algorithmic) than semicomputability.
In Tucker & Zucker 1998 ] we study these two notions in some detail. The importance of While semicomputability lies in the fact that it forms the basis for a generalised Church-Turing Thesis for speci ability of relations on abstract manysorted algebras ( Tucker & Zucker 1998 ]).
Computation tree; Engeler's Lemma
We can de ne, for any While procedure P over , a computation tree for P, which is like an \unfolded ow chart" of P.
Using this computation tree, we can prove an important structure theorem for While semicomputabilty due to E.Engeler ( Engeler 1968] ).
For each leaf of the computation tree T , there is a boolean b , which expresses the conjunction of results of all the successive tests, that (the current values of) the variables in P must satisfy in order for the computation to \follow" the nite path from the root to .
Next, using an e ective enumeration of the leaves of T , we can express the halting formula for S as an e ective (countably) in nite disjunction of booleans, which expresses the conditions under which execution of P eventually halts, if started in the initial state (represented by) the input variables of P.
Hence we obtain
Engeler's Lemma. Let R be a While semicomputable relation on a standardalgebra A. Then R can be expressed as an e ective countable disjunction of booleans over .
Next, using the above results applied to While procedures, together with the / conservativity lemma for terms (Section 2), we can prove a stronger version of Engeler's Lemma.
Engeler's Lemma for While semicomputability. Let Proof: By Post's Theorem and Corollary 1.
We turn to the proof of the Continuity Theorem, which occupies the rest of this section.
Clearly, part (a) follows trivially from parts (b) and (c). Note that conversely, parts (b) and (c) follow easily from (a). For example, if f 2 While (A) then f 2 While(A ), therefore f is continuous on A , and hence on A. We will prove part (a) by demonstrating the continuity of the operational semantics developed in x4.2. We will see the advantage of the algebraic approach to operational semantics used there, since these functions are built up from simpler functions using composition, thus preserving continuity.
We proceed with a series of lemmas. Let X; Y; : : : be topological spaces. Remember, functions are (in general) partial.
Lemmas (Basic lemmas on continuity).
(1) A composition of continuous functions is continuous. First we must specify topologies on the various spaces involved in the operational semantics.
For We can reverse the direction of the implication in the second of these assertions, under the assumption of compactness.
Theorem. Let Example. Let (1) for all k 2 N , which are easily seen to be While computable over B . By the above theorem, the While or While computable subsets of B are exactly the clopen subsets of B , which are precisely all nite unions of nite intersections of sets of the form (1).
Connected algebras
We investigate the relationship between computability and explicit de nability for functions in a connected domain of an algebra.
Basic concepts
A topological space X is said to be connected if the only clopen subsets of X are X and ;. Examples. (1) The space R of the reals, with its usual topology, is connected. Therefore, so is the product space R q for any q. Hence (by x3.4, Corollary 2) for any topological partial algebra over R , such as the algebra R p (x3.2(b)), the only While or While computable subsets of R q are R q itself and ;.
(2) Similarly, by the connectedness of the unit interval I (and hence of I q ), the only While or While computable subsets of I q in any interval algebra I p over I (x3.2(c)) are I q and ;, regardless of the choice of (continuous partial) functions F 1 ; : : :; F k as basic operations of this algebra! We will only develop the theory in this section for total functions on total algebras. The essential idea is that if f is a computable total function on a connected domain in A, then f is continuous, and so, by Proposition 1, its de nition cannot depend nontrivially on any boolean tests involving variables of sort s if A s is connected. (We will make this precise below, in the proof of Lemma 3.) In this section we make the following assumption.
Totality Assumption. A is a total topological algebra.
Examples of total topological algebras on the reals
Two important total topological algebras based on the reals which will also be important for our purposes are:
(a) The algebra R N t (\t" for \total topological"), De nition 1 (E ective uniform convergence). Given a set X, a metric space Y , a total function f : X ! Y , a sequence of total functions g n : X ! Y (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :)
we say that g n converges e ectively uniformly to f on X (or approximates f e ectively uniformly on X) i there is a total recursive function e : N ! N such that for all n; k and all x 2 X,
Note that for an equivalent de nition,`2 ?n ' on the rhs of the above inequality could be replaced by`1=M(n)', where M : N ! N is any total recursive function which is increasing and unbounded.
The theory here will be developed for total functions on total metric algebras. In this section therefore, we make the following Totality Assumption. A is a total metric algebra Examples (Total metric algebras on the reals). The two total topological algebras based on the reals given in x8.2 can be viewed as metric algebras in an obvious way. The second of these, the interval algebra I N t , will be particularly useful here.
So suppose A is a total metric -algebra. Let u; v be -product types and s a -sort.
De nition 2 (E ective uniform While approximability). A where for each n, h(n) and h (n) are G odel numbers for semantically equivalent terms, using the fact that the transformation of -terms to -terms in the Conservativity Theorem (2.5) is e ective. We shall therefore usually speak of \e ective Weierstrass approximability" over an algebra to mean e ective Weierstrass approximability in either sense.
We now investigate the connection between e ective uniform While approximability and e ective Weierstrass approximability.
We are looking for a uniform version of the Theorem in x8.3 (i.e., uniform over N -sequences of functions).
To attain this uniformity, we need an extra condition in each direction: for \e ective
Weierstrass ) e ective uniform While" (i.e., a uniform version of Lemma 2 in x8.3) we need the TEP (x4.4), and for \e ective uniform While ) e ective Weierstrass" (i.e., a uniform version of Lemma 3 in x8.3) we need a new condition, the boolean computability property, which we now de ne.
De nition 4 (BCP). An -algebra A has the boolean computability property ( To avoid confusion: the BCP is not a special case of the TEP, for closed terms of sort bool. It requires the function f in the above de nition to be recursive, i.e., computable over N (and B ) in the sense of classical recursion theory. The TEP entails only that f be computable over A | a weaker assumption (in general).
Examples. Both R N t and I N t have the TEP and the BCP.
We will see how these two conditions (TEP and BCP) are applied in opposite directions to obtain a uniform version of the Theorem in x8.3.
In the following lemma, A is any total algebra, not necessarily metric or even topological (cf. Lemma 2 in x8.3). Lemma 4. Suppose A has the TEP. Given variables x : u, let h : N ! pTerm x;s ( )q be a total computable function. Then there is a While( N ) procedure P : nat u ! s such that for all x 2 A u and n 2 N , P A N (n; x) = te A x;s (h(n); x):
Proof: Simple exercise.
For the converse direction:
Lemma 5. Suppose A u is connected and A has the BCP. Let P : nat u ! v be a (While or While ) procedure over A N which de nes a total function on A N . Then there is a computable function h : N ! pTerm x;s ( )q such that for all x 2 A u and n 2 N , te A x;s (h(n); x) = P A N (n; x):
Proof: Suppose P proc in n; a out b aux c begin S end where n : nat. Consider the While N ( ) procedures P n : u ! v (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :)
de ned by P n proc in a out b aux n; c begin n := n; S end where n is the numeral for n. It is clear that for all n 2 N and x 2 A u , P A n (x) = P A N (n; x):
By Lemmas 3 and 4 of x8.3, P A n is de nable by a -term t n . Moreover, the sequence (t n ) is computable in n, by use of the BCP to e ectivise the transformation of the tree T to T 0 in the construction given by the proof of Lemma 3 of x8.3. (Note that the evaluation of a constant boolean test can be e ected by the computation of any closed instance of the boolean term, which exists by the Instantiation Assumption.) Hence the function h de ned by h(n) = pt n q is computable.
We now have a uniform version of the Theorem in x8.3: Theorem. Suppose A u is connected and A has the TEP and BCP. Let f : A u ! A s be a total function. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f is e ectively uniformly While approximable on A; (ii) f is e ectively uniformly While approximable on A; (iii) f is e ectively Weierstass approximable on A. Proof: From Lemmas 4 and 5.
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) was noted for the special case A = I N t , A u = I q and A s = R in Shepherdson 1976] , in the course of proving the equivalence of these with another notion of computability on the reals. (See the historical remark in Section 10.)
10 Application: Equivalences with GL-computability
We are especially interested in computability on the reals, and, in particular, a notion of computability of functions from I q to R , developed in Grzegorczyk 1955 Grzegorczyk ,1957 
